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Demographics

Age

81%
are 31-40 years old (median 34)

Gender

31%
are female

Company size

63%
work at firms w/ 250-1000 employees

Job titles

38
Managers

17
Directors

11
Heads

5
VPs

4
Leads

33%
West Coast US

22%
East Coast US

14%
United Kingdom

7%
Rest of the world

69% of participants are based out of 

main startup cities, specifically San 

Francisco, New York and London. 



Within Europe, 5% are located in 

Berlin, a known startup capital in the 

region. Elsewhere in the world, Israel 

and Singapore are growing hubs for 

scaling finance teams.

Location

Education & certifications

78% of profiles graduated with traditional business and finance 

degrees that lead to roles in the Finance unit. Surprisingly, more 

people graduated with natural science degrees (biology, physics) 

over computer science and engineering.

Degrees

41%
Business/Economics

37%
Finance & Accounting

9%
Natural Science

4%
IT & Engineering

8%
Others (History, English)

Having a MBA is not key to landing a senior 

FP&A position. But of the 19 profiles with 

Director titles (correlating to larger company 

sizes), 68% have done a MBA.

41%
have an MBA

28%
are CPAs or CFAs

Other Studies

Work experience

Prev ious roles

Sensibly, FP&A analyst roles have led to senior positions but other 

finance roles also provide a similar path. Having Sales experience 

stands out, specifically in understanding the business model and 

having insights into customer behaviour.

32%
FP&A Analyst

20%
Corporate Finance

15%
Controller

12%
CFP/VP (smaller firm)

8%
Investment Banking

7%
Sales

Years in FP&A

30%

15%
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Sal ary ranges

In expected salaries, New York still remains as the 

highest-paying but the range compared to San Franciso is 

almost similar; with SFO even having a higher median. The 

UK and Europe, in general, are still lagging behind.

West Coast US

East Coast US

United Kingdom

$108k

$123k

$116k

$163k

$156k

$154k

$200k

$208k

$175k

75 senior FP&A profiles from high growth companies were surveyed to 

discover what types of backgrounds and experiences lead to these 

positions. The profiles surveyed had either FP&A or strategic finance in their 

titles and a seniority of Manager, Head, Director or Lead. Depending on the 

size of the company, titles and responsibilities varied but in general, all 

participants led the financial planning team of their companies.

FP&A Senior Roles
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